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Please use this form to send your comments relating to Public Hearing matters, or other Council and Committee matters, to the 
City Clerk’s Office. In accordance with sections 43 through 45 of Procedure Bylaw 35M2017, as amended. The information pro-
vided may be included in written record for Council and Council Committee meetings which are publicly available through 
www.calgary.ca/ph. Comments that are disrespectful or do not contain required information may not be included.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND PROTECTION OF PRIVACY ACT

Personal information provided in submissions relating to Public Hearing Matters before Council or Council 
Committees is collected under the authority of Bylaw 35M2017 and Section 33(c) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of 
Privacy (FOIP) Act of Alberta, and/or the Municipal Government Act (MGA) Section 636, for the purpose of receiving public partic-
ipation in municipal decision-making. Your name, contact information and comments will be made publicly available in the Council 
Agenda. If you have questions regarding the collection and use of your personal information, please contact City Clerk’s Legisla-
tive Coordinator at 403-268-5861, or City Clerk’s Office, 700 Macleod Trail S.E., P.O Box 2100, Postal Station ‘M’ 8007, Calgary, 
Alberta, T2P 2M5. 

* I have read and understand that my name, contact information and comments will be made publicly available in the
Council Agenda.

✔

* First name karen

* Last name barry

Email karen@beltlinecannabiscalgary.com

Phone 4035895599

* Subject Finalization of Budget for Beltline BIA and all newly formed BIA's 

* Comments - please refrain from
providing personal information in
this field (maximum 2500
characters)

I am requesting a REVOTE of the establishing a BIA for the BELTLINE area.  The 
attached information is based on materials gathered outside of my FOIP request which 
i am told will not be available until after February 13th, 2020.  Some of the material 
herein has already been shared the city clerks office (Laura Kennedy,Lori Kerr and 
Kim Mustard) together with an email of this material that was sent to Evan Wooley and 
Jeromy Farkas
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January 22nd, 2020 

SUBJECT: Beltline BIA REVOTE, NEW BIA REVOTE, and request to be appointed to finance and audit 
committee for oversight into the BIA city programs 

Dear City Council, 

I, Karen Barry am requesting that 3 motions be brought forward to council for consideration: 

a) A re-vote of the ‘establishment of BIA in the BELTLINE’ Area,
b) Re-vote for each new area where a BIA has been established in the city of Calgary;
c) Council to appoint a concerned business owner, Karen Barry to the audit and finance

committee as a non-paid, volunteer position, specific to the activities and oversight of the City
of Calgary BIA’s.

Preamble: 
As the business owner of Beltline Cannabis Calgary (BCC), the current real estate taxes BCC pays for the 
1,301 sq. ft. of above grade commercial space is $21.00 per sq. ft., equal to $26,800 in real estate taxes 
per year, for this small, again 1,301 sq. ft. retail location.   When I contacted the city assessment 
department regarding the current assessment and related taxes, the city worker had to do the calculation 
twice. Further, I was told that Beltline Cannabis Calgary was NOT ELIGIBLE for the tax relief in 2019.   

As a concerned citizen and business owner/taxpayer I am being asked to participate in the BELTLINE BIA, 
at an amount of money per year in a levy OVER AND ABOVE the current real estate taxes – this could add 
another minimum $1.00 +/- per sq. ft. if not more/less to our already ballooned, overburdened 
commercial real estate tax bill that is being presented as a ‘business levy’.  As a concerned citizen and 
taxpayer, if it is my business money being spent, I want to know where it is being spent, and a complete 
costs and benefits analysis is undertaken (a balanced scorecard) – to decide if the cost of an expense is 
worth the benefits being received. We analyze the cost in a fiscally responsible way and ensure that a 
balanced scorecard is kept for future consideration year over year.      

In December, when I received a letter from the City with a proposed budget for the newly formed BIA for 
the Beltline Area totaling $400,000 with expense line items that appeared vague. I became very engaged. 
I requested and received city provided material to complete a 5- year historical analysis of all BIA’s within 
6 days of receipt of the would be Beltline BIA budget. The results, while you can conclude many varying 
opinions, appeared that: 

1. In each case, with the exception of Montgomery** as noted in the summary attached – in each
case, no reductions in budgets has occurred over the past 5 years.  This is interesting as a BIA
cannot make financial obligations that are longer than one year.  With space and staff being your
two top line ‘expenses’ items, and the city vacancy escalating to alarming levels this appeared like
an unbalanced scorecard to this business owners.  Additionally, as researched – the City of Calgary
has continued rising vacancy – with PEAK VACANCY (ref: Avison Young Dec 2019) not happening
until sometime later this year.  While the administration line item in EACH OF THE 12 existing BIA’s
is upwards of 30% of the overall budget, not declining while vacancy and business costs continue
to rise. This is certainly concerning.

To be clear, I am not opposed to the concept of a BIA. HOWEVER, at this time, in our fragile economic 
cycle - I am not in favour of the establishment of the Beltline BIA. However, the reasoning whether I am 
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for or opposed, is secondary to the errors in process that were undertaken in the establishing of a BIA in 
the Beltline and could have occurred in the establishment of the other 2 new BIA’s in addition to the 
BELTINE BIA. 

 
Background - THE PROCESS of Establishing A BIA 
The process of establishing a BIA only requires a 25 % approval rate of the ‘would be taxpayers’ in a given 
area. Additionally, that the petitioner, in accordance with the MGA, Regulations must be a “would be 
taxpayer” of the established area.  
 
In the case of the Beltline BIA, many errors in process appear to have taken place for which I have 
submitted a FOIP with a delivery date of February 13th, 2020.  The result for the BIA vote in the Beltline 
affecting 343 businesses, appears that 95 businesses voted in favour of the establishment of the BIA, some 
27+/-%.  In short, 73% +/- of businesses DID NOT WANT A BIA at this critical time for business in Calgary. 
 
However, it is now revealed that is not the case in the matter of establishing the BIA.   
 
As was the case with BELTLINE Cannabis Calgary, where a signature was provided by someone who is 
“NOT THE WOULD BE TAXPAYER”.  In checking with the establishing committee, their response was “we 
used the city provided BIA toolkit”.  
 
In review the of the BIA toolkit, it outlines that the “would be taxpayer” is required to be the signing 
authority and to be the ONLY person (s), authorized in the final count in accordance with the Municipal 
Government Act, Regulations.  
 
Further, it is outlines that the “if there is a boundary change” that “would be taxpayers” are to be notified 
– which did not happen AND was outlined in the submitting petitioners documents to council on April 12th 
as stating “in some cases, business owners were provided with a different map” for the establishment 
of the Beltline BIA.  While this was addressed in an ancillary manner via the BIA report from the petitioner 
– this did not adhere to the municipal government act, regulations.  
 
Other irregularities in voting procedures have also been revealed through my own personal canvassing of 
the businesses that were to have ‘supported the Beltline BIA” on the submission provided to council in 
April 2019. HOWEVER, in discussion with business owners it turns out that they were not in support of 
the establishment of a BIA, and their vote was erroneously recorded by the volunteer.   
 
I understand from the city that a total of 95 businesses supported the establishment of a Beltline BIA, 
while 8 petitions were received not in support.  HOWEVER, it turns out in some cases what the city 
tabulated as in opposition, were businesses whereby their vote was erroneously collected by the 
volunteer,  and in the case of Beltline Cannabis Calgary, a signature was provided by someone who was 
“not the would be taxpayer”.   
 
While nothing in business has a perfect process, the request for the establishment of a BIA, comes at a 
critical time in our fragile economy. As such it requires, in the words of Major Roberts: 
 
“The decision of the Majority, the voice of the Minority, and the Protection of the Unrepresented.”  
 
Therefore, I respectfully request that council place a motion forward for: 
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1. A re-vote of the newly formed BELTLINE BIA’s bylaw 34m2019; and 
2. A revote of all newly formed BIA’s as taxpayers were not aware of  how much they will be required 

to pay – BEFORE they either supported or opposed the establishment of a BIA; 
3. Appointment of Karen Barry BA AACI (ret.), FRICS (ret.) as a concerned citizen and taxpayer to the 

audit and finance committee – which I believe is within the rights of council to do in accordance 
with the MGA, Regulations. 

 
REQUEST for MOTION 
It is to this end, that I am hopeful council can debate the contents of this letter and that clear leadership 
will prevail with business owners and the city working together in overcome the severe obstacles facing 
small business AND council in Calgary.  Outlined below are further recommendations for consideration by 
council:  
 
Recommendations  

1. That the city review the communications material that was delivered and utilized by the BIA 
establishing committee for the BELTLINE BIA. It appears that errors in terms of stakeholder 
engagement was not adhered to by the petitioner, who acknowledged to me in writing that he 
used the BIA Toolkit.  I am unclear if the petitioner ever reviewed the Municipal Government Act, 
Regulations and recommend that reference to this is in alignment with the “toolkit”. 

 
2. ONLY after a budget has been debated, and is close to finalization – that the City produce a letter 

to ‘would be taxpayers’ so that taxpayers ARE AWARE how much money is being charged and 
where this money is going to be used (itemized and detailed).  The city could handle the FINAL 
communication between Standing Committee on Finance and the “would be taxpayer”; 

 
3. Elections return – in verifying a business,  

a.  Was a corporate title pulled on each company that signed in support to ENSURE that the 
signing authority WAS the person that signed the petition is the “would be taxpayer” for 
a BIA?  

b. Was a business license search completed to ensure that each of the entities listed on the 
support document was only registered once?  

c. Were the petitions signed and dated from “would be taxpayers” if a BIA was established?  
d. Duplicates  - were duplicates omitted from the final count 

 
Conclusion 
In conclusion - it is time for city council to take seriously and demonstrate Clear Leadership toward the 
ongoing Tax and Spend mindset that appears to be overriding the ability for small business to succeed and 
prosper in the our current fragile economy.  Further, that IF a BRAND NEW levy is being asked to be 
supported by small business, that the City use its best commercial efforts to ensure that the proper 
protocols are followed in adherence with the Municipal Government Act, so that business and City Council 
can both demonstrate CLEAR LEADERSHIP.  I will be in attendance at council on February 3rd, to address 
in person any questions you might have. In advance, please feel free to email me as I am away until 
February 2nd, 2020.  
 
Regards, 
Karen J. Barry BA, AACI (ret.), FRICS (ret.) 
403.589.5599 
Karen@beltlinecannabiscalgary.com 
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Total Budget BIA's 2015 2017 2019

Bowness 45,100$    45,100$   50,100

Downtown 1,586,825$    1,586,825$   1,586,825

Fourth St 205,000$    205,000$    205,800

Inglewood 245,000$    245,000$    265,000

International Ave 263,000$    263,000$    275,000

Kensington 220,000$    220,000$    220,000

Marda 168,000$    168,000$    220,000

Montgomery 71,000$    71,000$   70,000

17th Ave Entertainment 435,900$    435,900$    410,800

Victoria Park 341,784$    341,784$    389,369

SUBTOTAL 3,581,609$    3,581,609 3,692,894

Chinatown 160,000$    215,000$      

SUBTOTAL 3,741,609$   3,907,894$   

Greenview -$     50,000$   

SUBTOTAL 3,741,609$   3,957,894$   
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BIA Administration BIA Levy2015 2015

% of 

total 

levy

BIA Levy 2017 2017
% of total 

levy
BIA Levy 2019 2019 % of total levy

Bowness 45,100$    14,080$     31% 45,100 32,000$     71% 50,100 38,700$     77%

Downtown 1,586,825$   240,000$     15% 1,586,825 217,500$    14% 1,586,825 242,125$    15%

Fourth St 205,000$    99,800$     49% 205,800 91,800$     45% 205,800 93,713$     46%

Inglewood 245,000$    85,000$     35% 245,000 105,000$    43% 265,000 135,000$    51%

International Ave 263,000$    78,500$     30% 267,000 81,000$     30% 275,000 84,400$     31%

Kensington 220,000$    63,800$     29% 220,000 95,950$     44% 220,000 106,700$    49%

Marda 168,000$    117,500$     70% 188,986 130,798$    69% 220,000 95,340$     43%

Montgomery 71,000$    46,500$     65% 74,000 30,000$     41% 70,000 30,000$     43%

17th Ave Entertainment 435,900$    89,317$     20% 404,600 77,050$     19% 410,800 80,750$     20%

Victoria Park 341,784$    123,156$     36% 384,062 145,721$    38% 389,369 164,412$    42%

SUBTOTAL 3,581,609$  957,653$    3,621,373$   1,006,819$ 3,692,894$   1,071,140$ 

Chinatown 160,000$     100,300$    63% 160,000$     141,736$    89%

SUBTOTAL 1,107,119$ 

Greenview 50,000$     51,530$       103%
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BIA Marketing Commun BIA Levy 2015 2015

% of 

total 

levy

BIA Levy 2017 2017
% of total 

levy
BIA Levy 2019 2019

% of total 

levy

Bowness 45,100$   500$   1% 45,100 250$   1% 50,100 1,600$   3%

Downtown 1,586,825$   675,000$   43% 1,586,825 685,000$   43% 1,586,825 639,207$   40%

Fourth St 205,000$   44,500$   22% 205,800 54,000$   26% 205,800 58,000$   28%

Inglewood 245,000$   50,000$   20% 245,000 30,000$   12% 265,000 60,000$   23%

International Ave 263,000$   72,000$   27% 267,000 91,500$   34% 275,000 78,700$   29%

Kensington 220,000$   44,000$   20% 220,000 9,300$   4% 220,000 33,175$   15%

Marda 168,000$   25,000$   15% 188,986 45,000$   24% 220,000 50,000$   23%

Montgomery 71,000$   7,000$   10% 74,000 10,000$   14% 70,000 3,000$   4%

17th Ave Entertainment 435,900$   152,917$   35% 404,600 183,680$   45% 410,800 191,327$   47%

Victoria Park 341,784$   101,648$   30% 384,062 98,369$   26% 389,369 105,480$   27%

SUBTOTAL 3,581,609$   1,172,565$   33% 3,621,373 1,207,099$   33% 3,692,894$   1,220,489$  33%

Chinatown 160,000$   10,000$   6% 215,000$   53,462$   25%

SUBTOTAL 3,781,373$   1,217,099$   32% 3,907,894$   1,273,951$  33%

Greenview 50,000$   5,000$   10%
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BIA Special Events BIA Levy 2015 2015 % of total levy BIA Levy 2017 2017 % of total levy BIA Levy2019 2019 % of total levy

Bowness 50,100 10,900$    22% 45,100 11,000$    24% 50,100 13,500$    27%

Downtown 1,586,825 430,000$     27% 1,586,825 490,000$     31% 1,586,825 534,077$     34%

Fourth St 205,800 13,000$    6% 205,800 16,000$    8% 205,800 24,000$    12%

Inglewood 265,000 80,000$    30% 245,000 50,000$    20% 265,000 40,000$    15%

International Ave 275,000 171,500$     62% 267,000 72,500$    27% 275,000 94,500$    34%

Kensington 220,000 36,000$    16% 220,000 80,250$    36% 220,000 39,000$    18%

Marda 220,000 58,650$    27% 188,986 67,039$    35% 220,000 58,890$    27%

Montgomery 70,000 2,500$    4% 74,000 1,500$    2% 70,000 9,000$    13%

17th Ave Entertainment 410,800 95,417$    23% 404,600 111,600$     28% 410,800 114,407$     28%

Victoria Park 389,369 42,000$    11% 384,062 61,500$    16% 389,369 42,000$    11%

SUBTOTAL 3,692,894 939,967$    25% 3,621,373$    961,389$    27% 3,692,894$    969,374$    26%

Chinatown -$     27,000$    -$     

SUBTOTAL 988,389$    

Greenview -$     -$     10,000$    

SUBTOTAL
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BIA Public Safety and Social BIA Levy 2015 2015

% of 

total 

levy

BIA Levy 2017 2017

% of 

total 

levy

BIA Levy 2019 2019
% of total 

levy

Bowness 45,100$   -$   45,100$     -$   50,100 45,100$     90%

Downtown 1,586,825$     223,000$     14% 1,586,825$    220,825$     14% 1,586,825 233,854$     15%

Fourth St 205,000$    -$   0% 205,000$     -$   0% 205,800 -$   0%

Inglewood 245,000$    -$   0% 245,000$     -$   0% 265,000 -$   0%

International Ave 263,000$    52,000$     20% 263,000$     48,500$     18% 275,000 56,000$     20%

Kensington 220,000$    -$   0% 220,000$     -$   0% 220,000 -$   0%

Marda 168,000$    -$   0% 168,000$     -$   0% 220,000 -$   0%

Montgomery 71,000$   -$   0% 71,000$     6,000$     8% 70,000 5,985$     9%

17th Ave Entertainment 435,900$    16,415$     4% 435,900$     15,770$     4% 410,800 13,809$     3%

Victoria Park 341,784$    52,540$     15% 341,784$     53,761$     16% 389,369 43,761$     11%

SUBTOTAL 3,581,609$     343,955$     3,581,609$   344,856$     10% 3,692,894$   398,509$     11%

Chinatown 160,000$     5,000$     215,000$     -$   

SUBTOTAL

Greenview -$   50,000$     42,000$     84%

SUBTOTAL 349,856$     440,509$     
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Total budgets

		Total Budget BIA's		2015		2017		2019

		Bowness		$   45,100		$   45,100		50,100

		Downtown 		$   1,586,825		$   1,586,825		1,586,825

		Fourth St		$   205,000		$   205,000		205,800

		Inglewood		$   245,000		$   245,000		265,000

		International Ave		$   263,000		$   263,000		275,000

		Kensington		$   220,000		$   220,000		220,000

		Marda		$   168,000		$   168,000		220,000

		Montgomery		$   71,000		$   71,000		70,000

		17th Ave Entertainment		$   435,900		$   435,900		410,800

		Victoria Park		$   341,784		$   341,784		389,369

		SUBTOTAL		$   3,581,609		3,581,609		3,692,894



		Chinatown				$   160,000		$   215,000

		SUBTOTAL				$   3,741,609		$   3,907,894

		Greenview				$   - 0		$   50,000

		SUBTOTAL				$   3,741,609		$   3,957,894





Administration 

		BIA Administration		BIA Levy2015		2015		% of total levy		BIA Levy 2017		2017		% of total levy		BIA Levy 2019		2019		% of total levy

		Bowness		$   45,100		$   14,080		31%		45,100		$   32,000		71%		50,100		$   38,700		77%

		Downtown 		$   1,586,825		$   240,000		15%		1,586,825		$   217,500		14%		1,586,825		$   242,125		15%

		Fourth St		$   205,000		$   99,800		49%		205,800		$   91,800		45%		205,800		$   93,713		46%

		Inglewood		$   245,000		$   85,000		35%		245,000		$   105,000		43%		265,000		$   135,000		51%

		International Ave		$   263,000		$   78,500		30%		267,000		$   81,000		30%		275,000		$   84,400		31%

		Kensington		$   220,000		$   63,800		29%		220,000		$   95,950		44%		220,000		$   106,700		49%

		Marda		$   168,000		$   117,500		70%		188,986		$   130,798		69%		220,000		$   95,340		43%

		Montgomery		$   71,000		$   46,500		65%		74,000		$   30,000		41%		70,000		$   30,000		43%

		17th Ave Entertainment		$   435,900		$   89,317		20%		404,600		$   77,050		19%		410,800		$   80,750		20%

		Victoria Park		$   341,784		$   123,156		36%		384,062		$   145,721		38%		389,369		$   164,412		42%

		SUBTOTAL		$   3,581,609		$   957,653				$   3,621,373		$   1,006,819				$   3,692,894		$   1,071,140



		Chinatown								$   160,000		$   100,300		63%		$   160,000		$   141,736		89%

		SUBTOTAL										$   1,107,119

		Greenview														$   50,000		$   51,530		103%





Marketing Communications

		BIA Marketing Commun		BIA Levy 2015		2015		% of total levy		BIA Levy 2017		2017		% of total levy		BIA Levy 2019		2019		% of total levy

		Bowness		$   45,100		$   500		1%		45,100		$   250		1%		50,100		$   1,600		3%

		Downtown 		$   1,586,825		$   675,000		43%		1,586,825		$   685,000		43%		1,586,825		$   639,207		40%

		Fourth St		$   205,000		$   44,500		22%		205,800		$   54,000		26%		205,800		$   58,000		28%

		Inglewood		$   245,000		$   50,000		20%		245,000		$   30,000		12%		265,000		$   60,000		23%

		International Ave		$   263,000		$   72,000		27%		267,000		$   91,500		34%		275,000		$   78,700		29%

		Kensington		$   220,000		$   44,000		20%		220,000		$   9,300		4%		220,000		$   33,175		15%

		Marda		$   168,000		$   25,000		15%		188,986		$   45,000		24%		220,000		$   50,000		23%

		Montgomery		$   71,000		$   7,000		10%		74,000		$   10,000		14%		70,000		$   3,000		4%

		17th Ave Entertainment		$   435,900		$   152,917		35%		404,600		$   183,680		45%		410,800		$   191,327		47%

		Victoria Park		$   341,784		$   101,648		30%		384,062		$   98,369		26%		389,369		$   105,480		27%

		SUBTOTAL		$   3,581,609		$   1,172,565		33%		3,621,373		$   1,207,099		33%		$   3,692,894		$   1,220,489		33%



		Chinatown								$   160,000		$   10,000		6%		$   215,000		$   53,462		25%

		SUBTOTAL								$   3,781,373		$   1,217,099		32%		$   3,907,894		$   1,273,951		33%

		Greenview														$   50,000		$   5,000		10%











special events

		BIA Special Events		BIA Levy 2015		2015		% of total levy		BIA Levy 2017		2017		% of total levy		BIA Levy2019		2019		% of total levy

		Bowness		50,100		$   10,900		22%		45,100		$   11,000		24%		50,100		$   13,500		27%

		Downtown 		1,586,825		$   430,000		27%		1,586,825		$   490,000		31%		1,586,825		$   534,077		34%

		Fourth St		205,800		$   13,000		6%		205,800		$   16,000		8%		205,800		$   24,000		12%

		Inglewood		265,000		$   80,000		30%		245,000		$   50,000		20%		265,000		$   40,000		15%

		International Ave		275,000		$   171,500		62%		267,000		$   72,500		27%		275,000		$   94,500		34%

		Kensington		220,000		$   36,000		16%		220,000		$   80,250		36%		220,000		$   39,000		18%

		Marda		220,000		$   58,650		27%		188,986		$   67,039		35%		220,000		$   58,890		27%

		Montgomery		70,000		$   2,500		4%		74,000		$   1,500		2%		70,000		$   9,000		13%

		17th Ave Entertainment		410,800		$   95,417		23%		404,600		$   111,600		28%		410,800		$   114,407		28%

		Victoria Park		389,369		$   42,000		11%		384,062		$   61,500		16%		389,369		$   42,000		11%

		SUBTOTAL		3,692,894		$   939,967		25%		$   3,621,373		$   961,389		27%		$   3,692,894		$   969,374		26%

		Chinatown				$   - 0						$   27,000						$   - 0

		SUBTOTAL										$   988,389

		Greenview				$   - 0						$   - 0						$   10,000

		SUBTOTAL





public safety and social issues

		BIA Public Safety and Social 		BIA Levy 2015		2015		% of total levy		BIA Levy 2017		2017		% of total levy		BIA Levy 2019		2019		% of total levy

		Bowness		$   45,100		$   - 0				$   45,100		$   - 0				50,100		$   45,100		90%

		Downtown 		$   1,586,825		$   223,000		14%		$   1,586,825		$   220,825		14%		1,586,825		$   233,854		15%

		Fourth St		$   205,000		$   - 0		0%		$   205,000		$   - 0		0%		205,800		$   - 0		0%

		Inglewood		$   245,000		$   - 0		0%		$   245,000		$   - 0		0%		265,000		$   - 0		0%

		International Ave		$   263,000		$   52,000		20%		$   263,000		$   48,500		18%		275,000		$   56,000		20%

		Kensington		$   220,000		$   - 0		0%		$   220,000		$   - 0		0%		220,000		$   - 0		0%

		Marda		$   168,000		$   - 0		0%		$   168,000		$   - 0		0%		220,000		$   - 0		0%

		Montgomery		$   71,000		$   - 0		0%		$   71,000		$   6,000		8%		70,000		$   5,985		9%

		17th Ave Entertainment		$   435,900		$   16,415		4%		$   435,900		$   15,770		4%		410,800		$   13,809		3%

		Victoria Park		$   341,784		$   52,540		15%		$   341,784		$   53,761		16%		389,369		$   43,761		11%

		SUBTOTAL		$   3,581,609		$   343,955				$   3,581,609		$   344,856		10%		$   3,692,894		$   398,509		11%



		Chinatown								$   160,000		$   5,000				$   215,000		$   - 0

		SUBTOTAL

		Greenview										$   - 0				$   50,000		$   42,000		84%

		SUBTOTAL										$   349,856						$   440,509












January 22nd, 2020 
 
SUBJECT: Beltline BIA REVOTE, NEW BIA REVOTE, and request to be appointed to finance and audit 
committee for oversight into the BIA city programs 
 
Dear City Council, 
 
I, Karen Barry am requesting that 3 motions be brought forward to council for consideration:  
 


a) A re-vote of the ‘establishment of BIA in the BELTLINE’ Area,  
b) Re-vote for each new area where a BIA has been established in the city of Calgary; 
c) Council to appoint a concerned business owner, Karen Barry to the audit and finance 


committee as a non-paid, volunteer position, specific to the activities and oversight of the City 
of Calgary BIA’s.   


Preamble: 
As the business owner of Beltline Cannabis Calgary (BCC), the current real estate taxes BCC pays for the 
1,301 sq. ft. of above grade commercial space is $21.00 per sq. ft., equal to $26,800 in real estate taxes 
per year, for this small, again 1,301 sq. ft. retail location.   When I contacted the city assessment 
department regarding the current assessment and related taxes, the city worker had to do the calculation 
twice. Further, I was told that Beltline Cannabis Calgary was NOT ELIGIBLE for the tax relief in 2019.   
 
As a concerned citizen and business owner/taxpayer I am being asked to participate in the BELTLINE BIA, 
at an amount of money per year in a levy OVER AND ABOVE the current real estate taxes – this could add 
another minimum $1.00 +/- per sq. ft. if not more/less to our already ballooned, overburdened 
commercial real estate tax bill that is being presented as a ‘business levy’.  As a concerned citizen and 
taxpayer, if it is my business money being spent, I want to know where it is being spent, and a complete 
costs and benefits analysis is undertaken (a balanced scorecard) – to decide if the cost of an expense is 
worth the benefits being received. We analyze the cost in a fiscally responsible way and ensure that a 
balanced scorecard is kept for future consideration year over year.      
 
In December, when I received a letter from the City with a proposed budget for the newly formed BIA for 
the Beltline Area totaling $400,000 with expense line items that appeared vague. I became very engaged. 
I requested and received city provided material to complete a 5- year historical analysis of all BIA’s within 
6 days of receipt of the would be Beltline BIA budget. The results, while you can conclude many varying 
opinions, appeared that: 
 


1. In each case, with the exception of Montgomery** as noted in the summary attached – in each 
case, no reductions in budgets has occurred over the past 5 years.  This is interesting as a BIA 
cannot make financial obligations that are longer than one year.  With space and staff being your 
two top line ‘expenses’ items, and the city vacancy escalating to alarming levels this appeared like 
an unbalanced scorecard to this business owners.  Additionally, as researched – the City of Calgary 
has continued rising vacancy – with PEAK VACANCY (ref: Avison Young Dec 2019) not happening 
until sometime later this year.  While the administration line item in EACH OF THE 12 existing BIA’s 
is upwards of 30% of the overall budget, not declining while vacancy and business costs continue 
to rise. This is certainly concerning.  


 
To be clear, I am not opposed to the concept of a BIA. HOWEVER, at this time, in our fragile economic 
cycle - I am not in favour of the establishment of the Beltline BIA. However, the reasoning whether I am 







for or opposed, is secondary to the errors in process that were undertaken in the establishing of a BIA in 
the Beltline and could have occurred in the establishment of the other 2 new BIA’s in addition to the 
BELTINE BIA. 


 
Background - THE PROCESS of Establishing A BIA 
The process of establishing a BIA only requires a 25 % approval rate of the ‘would be taxpayers’ in a given 
area. Additionally, that the petitioner, in accordance with the MGA, Regulations must be a “would be 
taxpayer” of the established area.  
 
In the case of the Beltline BIA, many errors in process appear to have taken place for which I have 
submitted a FOIP with a delivery date of February 13th, 2020.  The result for the BIA vote in the Beltline 
affecting 343 businesses, appears that 95 businesses voted in favour of the establishment of the BIA, some 
27+/-%.  In short, 73% +/- of businesses DID NOT WANT A BIA at this critical time for business in Calgary. 
 
However, it is now revealed that is not the case in the matter of establishing the BIA.   
 
As was the case with BELTLINE Cannabis Calgary, where a signature was provided by someone who is 
“NOT THE WOULD BE TAXPAYER”.  In checking with the establishing committee, their response was “we 
used the city provided BIA toolkit”.  
 
In review the of the BIA toolkit, it outlines that the “would be taxpayer” is required to be the signing 
authority and to be the ONLY person (s), authorized in the final count in accordance with the Municipal 
Government Act, Regulations.  
 
Further, it is outlines that the “if there is a boundary change” that “would be taxpayers” are to be notified 
– which did not happen AND was outlined in the submitting petitioners documents to council on April 12th 
as stating “in some cases, business owners were provided with a different map” for the establishment 
of the Beltline BIA.  While this was addressed in an ancillary manner via the BIA report from the petitioner 
– this did not adhere to the municipal government act, regulations.  
 
Other irregularities in voting procedures have also been revealed through my own personal canvassing of 
the businesses that were to have ‘supported the Beltline BIA” on the submission provided to council in 
April 2019. HOWEVER, in discussion with business owners it turns out that they were not in support of 
the establishment of a BIA, and their vote was erroneously recorded by the volunteer.   
 
I understand from the city that a total of 95 businesses supported the establishment of a Beltline BIA, 
while 8 petitions were received not in support.  HOWEVER, it turns out in some cases what the city 
tabulated as in opposition, were businesses whereby their vote was erroneously collected by the 
volunteer,  and in the case of Beltline Cannabis Calgary, a signature was provided by someone who was 
“not the would be taxpayer”.   
 
While nothing in business has a perfect process, the request for the establishment of a BIA, comes at a 
critical time in our fragile economy. As such it requires, in the words of Major Roberts: 
 
“The decision of the Majority, the voice of the Minority, and the Protection of the Unrepresented.”  
 
Therefore, I respectfully request that council place a motion forward for: 
 







1. A re-vote of the newly formed BELTLINE BIA’s bylaw 34m2019; and 
2. A revote of all newly formed BIA’s as taxpayers were not aware of  how much they will be required 


to pay – BEFORE they either supported or opposed the establishment of a BIA; 
3. Appointment of Karen Barry BA AACI (ret.), FRICS (ret.) as a concerned citizen and taxpayer to the 


audit and finance committee – which I believe is within the rights of council to do in accordance 
with the MGA, Regulations. 


 
REQUEST for MOTION 
It is to this end, that I am hopeful council can debate the contents of this letter and that clear leadership 
will prevail with business owners and the city working together in overcome the severe obstacles facing 
small business AND council in Calgary.  Outlined below are further recommendations for consideration by 
council:  
 
Recommendations  


1. That the city review the communications material that was delivered and utilized by the BIA 
establishing committee for the BELTLINE BIA. It appears that errors in terms of stakeholder 
engagement was not adhered to by the petitioner, who acknowledged to me in writing that he 
used the BIA Toolkit.  I am unclear if the petitioner ever reviewed the Municipal Government Act, 
Regulations and recommend that reference to this is in alignment with the “toolkit”. 


 
2. ONLY after a budget has been debated, and is close to finalization – that the City produce a letter 


to ‘would be taxpayers’ so that taxpayers ARE AWARE how much money is being charged and 
where this money is going to be used (itemized and detailed).  The city could handle the FINAL 
communication between Standing Committee on Finance and the “would be taxpayer”; 


 
3. Elections return – in verifying a business,  


a.  Was a corporate title pulled on each company that signed in support to ENSURE that the 
signing authority WAS the person that signed the petition is the “would be taxpayer” for 
a BIA?  


b. Was a business license search completed to ensure that each of the entities listed on the 
support document was only registered once?  


c. Were the petitions signed and dated from “would be taxpayers” if a BIA was established?  
d. Duplicates  - were duplicates omitted from the final count 


 
Conclusion 
In conclusion - it is time for city council to take seriously and demonstrate Clear Leadership toward the 
ongoing Tax and Spend mindset that appears to be overriding the ability for small business to succeed and 
prosper in the our current fragile economy.  Further, that IF a BRAND NEW levy is being asked to be 
supported by small business, that the City use its best commercial efforts to ensure that the proper 
protocols are followed in adherence with the Municipal Government Act, so that business and City Council 
can both demonstrate CLEAR LEADERSHIP.  I will be in attendance at council on February 3rd, to address 
in person any questions you might have. In advance, please feel free to email me as I am away until 
February 2nd, 2020.  
 
Regards, 
Karen J. Barry BA, AACI (ret.), FRICS (ret.) 
403.589.5599 
Karen@beltlinecannabiscalgary.com 








Karen J. Barry BA, AACI (ret.), FRICS (ret.) 
 
 
 


Awards and Highlights  


 EY Entrepreneur of the Year 2019, Prairie Nominee          2019 
 Calgary Chamber of Commerce, Small Business Innovation Award, Nominee     2019 
 Founder & CEO, BELTINE Cannabis Calgary         2017 
 First woman appointed to RICS Canadian Board of Directors        2016 - 2018 
 Instructor, Mount Royal University – Real Estate Associate’s Program         2010-2011 
 Founder & CEO of Barry Commercial Real Estate, Appraisal Propertyshop Inc.     2007 
 Cushman & Wakefield, Canadian Top 30  National Sales Producer            2006, 2007 
 Building Owners and Manager Association, Agent of the Year (Calgary)       2005 
 Royal LePage | Cushman & Wakefield, #1 in Sales Producer (Calgary)      2004 
 Colliers International, North American Award of Sales Excellence                           1997,1999,2001 
 Top 100 Most Powerful Women WXN, Nominee           2006, 2009 


Education 


Southern Alberta Institute for Technology (SAIT), Photoshop Computer and Web Design       2017-2018 


The International Hoffman Institute (The Hoffman Process Certificate), Four Aspects of Self    2016 


Southern Alberta Institute for Technology (SAIT), Advanced Theory of Web Design        2015-2016 


Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, Elected International Fellow Designation (FRICS)    2015 


Queen’s University Executive Program, Corporate Governance Certificate                 2011 


Leadership Level 100, 200,300, Canadian Real Estate Association          2009-2011 


Red Deer College, Real Estate Associate’s Instructor Certificate                                 2009 


Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, MRICS Designation (MRICS)                 2009 


Appraisal Institute of Canada, Fully Accredited AACI, P. App. Designation                        2002-2018 


U. of Calgary & York U., post graduate courses in Economics | Urban Studies         1994-1998 


Provincial Real Estate Council, Brokerage License (RECA), (RECO), (ON & AB)                     1992-pres. 


York University, Bachelor of Arts Degree, English                             1988 


Real Estate Industry Contributions  


Community & Board Service 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, Board of Directors (Canada)           2016-2018 


Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, Board of Directors (Chair, Prairie Region)         2016-2018 


Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, Board of Directors (Prairie Region)          2015-2016 


Real Estate Council of Alberta, (RECA) Commercial Committee           2013-pres. 


Calgary Real Estate Board, (CREB) Leadership and Governance Committee         2012-2016 


Canadian Commercial Council (CCC) of REALTORS®, Past Chairwoman         2012-2013 


Canadian Commercial Council of REALTORS® (CCC), National Chairwoman          2010-2012 


Canadian Real Estate Association (CREA), National Board of Directors          2010-2012 


Canadian Real Estate Association (CREA), National Federal Affairs Committee           2008-2010 


Mount Royal University, Instructor, Provincial Real Estate Associates Program (REAP)         2009-2013 


Canadian Commercial Council of REALTORS® (CCC), Regional Director, Western Canada       2007-2009 


 
Public Speaking  
4th Annual Construction and Development in Canada – RICS, Speaker      2018 


3rd Annual Construction Loan Monitoring in Canada – RICS, Speaker        2016, 2017 


International Property Measurement Standards – RICS International Collaboration, Moderator   2015 


2nd Annual Calgary Mortgage Brokers Breakfast, Panelist       2014 


Federated Press, Women and Leadership – Speaker, topic – ‘Surmounting the glass ceiling’   2014 


Calgary Real Estate Board, Women’s Conference – Speaker, topic ‘Succeeding in commercial real estate’ 2013 


Federated Press, Mortgage and Construction – Speaker, topic ‘Development from the appraisal perspective’ 2012 


Calgary Commercial Leasing Forum, Panelist                   2011 


Commercial Real Estate Women (CREW) Edmonton Chapter Launch, Keynote Speaker    2011 


National Association of REALTORS® (NAR) Orlando Conference, Canadian Forum Speaker        2010 


Calgary Commercial Real Estate Forum, Panelist, National and Local Capital/Investment Markets    2006 


 







Karen J. Barry  
cell: 403.589.5599 


 
Appraisal Institute of Canada Calgary Chapter, Annual General Meeting, Keynote Speaker   2003 


Mortgage Loans Association, Keynote Speaker                   2004 


Commercial Real Estate Women (CREW) Calgary Chapter Launch, Keynote Speaker    2005 


Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) Calgary Chapter, Keynote Speaker    2003 


Circle of Twelve Executive Chapter Toronto, Keynote Speaker       2002 


 
Media Commentary 
Applying herself to New Ventures – Troyvest Media             Nov. 2018 


Accidental Pot dealer Readies her store, BELTLINE Cannabis Calgary - Calgary Herald          Oct.  2018 


Calgary Local Business Owners/Experts Forecast Economy 2017 - CTV           Nov. 2016 


Career Highlights – In conversation with Karen Barry - FacilityCalgary.com           Jun. 2016 


Creating the Edge in Commercial Real Estate - Property Biz Magazine                 Jun. 2012 


U.S. distress holds limited appeal – The Globe and Mail             May 2010 


Canadian Banks Avoided Subprime Mess, But CRE ‘in downdraft’ of U.S. Troubles - USA National Affairs         Dec. 2009 


Big and small find their own path to prosperity - The Globe and Mail            Feb. 2008 


Calgary reaching office high - Calgary Herald              Sep. 2007 


Calgary construction soaking up investment - Calgary Herald             Oct. 2006 


Woman facing the last locker room – Report on Business, Globe and Mail           Feb. 2005 


Real Estate Agent of the Year advances Goals for Women - Calgary Herald          Aug. 2005 


Crowding in Calgary - The Western Investor                Jan. 2005 


Women slowly make inroads in Commercial Real Estate - Calgary Herald           Feb. 2004 


Work Experience  


Founder and CEO                                                     Feb. 2018 -pres. 


BELTLINE Cannabis Calgary Inc.  ‘Home of the budtender’™ 


 Established business operations including all aspects of start-up and government compliance and 
administration, finance, marketing, branding, and operations; 


 
Founder and CEO                                                     Nov. 2007-pres. 


Barry Commercial Real Estate | Appraisal Propertyshop Inc: working to earn your business® 


 Established start-up business operations including all aspects of administration, finance,  
corporate, sales and marketing, R&D, and corporate social responsibility; 


 Developed a nationally recognized brand in relation to mid-market investment sales  
transactions, judicial offerings, leasing, and valuations of commercial real property 


 Services include fully comprehensive analysis of asset cash flows and revenue stream  
via ARGUS® DCF/ AreaApe® financial valuation software, and lease-suites valuation software 


 Consulting practice provides narrative appraisals and client based asset management 


 
Assoc. Vice President, Capital Markets                                          Mar. 2002-Mar. 
2007           


Cushman and Wakefield | Royal LePage           
 Provided team approach valuation | marketing strategies for pension funds, REIT’s, and regional developers 
 Created and implemented strategic plans for clients highlighting method of sales,  


target market, valuation analysis, and timeline estimates for asset disposition or re-positioning 
 Consulted with industry appraisers & mortgage professionals in exchanging market insights 


 
Senior Negotiator, Investment Division                           Dec. 1991-Feb. 2002           
Colliers International (Toronto & Calgary)         


 Provided market valuations and marketing proposal to owners of commercial real estate 
 Corresponded daily with local, regional, and national owners of commercial real estate assets 
 Developed custom presentation material for presentation to clients and marketplace 
 Analyzed market data in formulating trending and value propositions for clients 
 Completed DCF analysis on income producing assets in retail, office, industrial asset classes 
 Industrial/office leasing representative Suburban Toronto (1991-1994) 


 
  







Commercial Contract Assessor                               Apr.1991-Dec.1991          


Revenue Canada, Toronto           
 Inspect and review CBD space while determining allocation of business taxes for tenants 
 Reconciled space consumption of tenants 


Community Contributions  


Big Brothers Big Sisters of Calgary, Big Brunch – Co-Chair Ticket Sales                             Sep. – Nov. 2019   
 Sold out event with over 250 tickets 


 
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Calgary, Bowl for Kid’s Sake – Committee member         Mar.    2018   
 
Global Water Brigades, Honduras                 May 2016   


 Participated in the active construction of waterlines for rural village for one week of ground excavation 
with limited advanced construction equipment to provide trenches for water lines in rural Honduras 


 
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Calgary, All Star Sports Weekend Gala, Auction Committee Chair   Nov. 2013-May 2014   


 Coordinated and organized a committee of eight members to execute the solicitation  
of gift donations from local area corporations and high net worth individuals 


 Exceed budgeted fundraising goals by over 30% from the previous year goals 
 Gifts were highlighted at one of the three consecutive events that occurred during event 


 
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Calgary, Steering Committee        Nov. 2013-May 2014   


 Determined the strategic direction and tactical roles of committee chairs to ensure all  
aspects of the 3 event weekend were professionally directed and accounting remained  
within budgeted line items for tasks and services of third party providers 


 Provided written committee communications on progress of fund raising activity  
and estimates of expects goals 


 
Other 


 Provide corporate sponsorship of various charitable causes including: Little Warriors, Money School Canada, 
Bow View Ringette Association, Calgary Prostate Cancer Foundation, Alberta Children’s Hospital, and 
initiated a homemade solution to holiday giving via Holiday Hope Baskets. A homegrown basket including a 
complete dinner and freshly baked goods plus sundries, hand delivered to local homeless living within the 
fabric of our community not willing or perhaps not able to seek assistance via traditional methods of outreach. 


 
 
 


References available upon request. 







